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(54) Title: AUTHENTICATABLE DEVICE 

(57) Abstract: An authenticatable device comprising a 

Enrollment Server physically-unclonable function ('PUF') device having a PUF 
(1 (2) input and a PUF output and constructed to, in response to a 

Challenge C = PUF(Chalenge) challenge C, generate a characteristic output 0; a processor, 
3) having an input connected to the PUF output, configured to: 

Construct (1) in response to receipt of output 0, generate a commit

g mod p) = BPV(j) ment value dependent upon a private value r, and (2) in re
(4) sponse to contemporaneous receipt of output G and of an 

Public Data Add Error Correction authentication query including a nonce, return a zero know
P= * ledge proof authentication value that corresponds to the 

Return commitment value and to a token that includes a blinded 

(C P gr mod p) (P gr mod p) value dependent upon private value r and a random value, 
the processor being configured to decrypt the random value.  

- -An authentication system used with the device preferably 
( 1 Authentication Server has a working verification set including challenge C and 

(7) (8) commitment value, and a limited verification set including 

nce)PUF(Challenge) challenge C and a corresponding token.  
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AUTHENTICATABLE DEVICE 

FIELD ...OF ..THE-INVENTION.  

0001) is disclosure relates generally to hardware verication, and 

in partieuat but not exclusively, to binding authenti;atc t protect 

against taIperng' and subversion biy substitution, 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

0002): This app licati(ot claims the benefit of application SA. 14/103599 

filed December 11. 2013. and claims the benefit of provisional a pplca

tion S2N. 61 /02283 filed Novfaeber 10, 2013, both of which appica 

tions are incorporated reference here, The contents of U.S. Patent 

Application Publiction No. 2013 /0212642 and Applicait's coTpending 

US. Patent Application Seriad No. 13/829 826 are also incorporated 

her, Iv r in partic ula r their disclosure of a Resiieint Device 

AnthenPtiation Systemn With Which suitable embodinents of the sys

temn, described .Ierein can be used, 
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H ACKGHO TNDQOFTHE_1]NVENTION 

00031 The unique properties of PUFs provide several advan tages over 

traditional publc key infrastructure (P1KI) constructions. In general, 

PUJFs pro Avide two core properties: tamper detection for a la rger eir

cui andl( to act as a noisy random" oracle. The first property follows 

from the physical design of the PUF itself As tie PUF relies on un 

clonable hardware tolerances (C. g, wire delays, resistance. etc, any 

modification to either the PUF or the attached integrated circuit will 

irreversibly aiter the PUF'smaFpping from challenges t' responses. The 

second property is assumed in ideal theoretical models, where PUFS are 

treated as oracles that provide (noisy) responses to cltilenes, whr 

the mapping between challenges and responses cannot be modeled or 

duplicated in hardware. Rihanir et al ("Modein g attacks on physi 

cal imelcionable functions| Prowcedings of the 17th ACc1orenc on 

Computer and Commnications ecrity. CCS' 10 pags 237-249, New 

York, 2010, CM ( ahrmair P)') have refuted the claim of model 

ing robustness, and propose a hardare construction resilient to such 

attacks (Ruhirmar et al. Applications of high-capacity crossbar mem

ories in cryptography IEEE Thnns. Nanotechnology. 10(3) 489-498 

May 2011 ('"Rihrmair IP)), Thus, theoretical constructions assurn

2I
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ng thatP Us cannot be modeled remain interesting, as existing PUF 

hardwar -ea. be replaced with Ruhrinair et al.s (Riihrmair 11) pro

posed d.s ign, 

[0004 Literature on physically unclonable factions (PU Fs evaluates 

the propertie(s of PUF li.ardware design (eg, Gassendet al. Silion 

physical random functions, Procedings of the 9th ACM cnferce on 

Cornputer and Conmtions Security, CCS '02, pages-, 14k-1.60 New 

Yor \2002, ACM. Ka tzenbeisser eta!.. "PUFs: Myth, fact or Ibusted? 

A security evaluation of physically unclonable functions (PU 1) cast 

in Silicon CES, pages 283-301, Springer, 2012: Ravikanth, "Physi

cal One-Xay Functions. PhID Thesis, 2001: Rfihrmair :[I Su et a, 

Physical Uncionable functions for Device A.u.hent icati on and Secret 

Key GenerationaProceedings of the 41th Anual Design Automation 

CZonfeene: DAC07 pages 9-1.4, New York, 2007, ACM; Y t al., 

R.ecombination of Physial UnIclonable Functions GOAlACTech, 2010 

("Yu P)) provides formal theoretl models of PUF properties 

designs protocols around those definitions (cf, Armknecht t al. "A 

form alization of the security features of physical functions, Proceed 

in f the 2011 Emon. Security and Privacy, SP'11, 

pages 397-412, Washington., DC, 2011; Brzuska et al., Physically un

cloneable functions in the universal composition fraineworkWt Advance1s 

n (ryptology - CRPT 2011 31st Annual Cryptology (oforen

3
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voL 6841. of Leeture Notes in Computer Science, page 51, Sp ringer,' 

2011; Frikken et at, Rob ust: authentication using phys aiicy uciion

able factions. I nfornat ion Security, vol, 5735 of Lectre Notes n 

Comn puter Science pages 262-277, Springer Berlin elidelberg, 2009; 

Handschuh et al, HIrdtware intrinsic security from physicvally un 

clokable futio * Toats Hardwafre Intrin Scur5ttinzty, Iformationl 

Security anrd Cryptography., pages 39-53, Springer Berlin Heidelberg, 

2010; Kirkpatrick et al, TIF ROKs: A hardware approach to read

oxnce keys *Proceedings of the 61i ACM Symposium on Infortin on 

Computer and ommtnications Secvurity, ASTACCS , pages ,15;5-164, 

New NYork, 2011, ACM; Iaral et aT "Reliable and efficient PUF-based 

key geirettion using pattern matching. HardwarOriented Security 

and -ust (HOT), 201.1 IEEE En ternational Symposium, pages 128

133. June 2011; Rnri ur C aL. "PUPs in Securitv Protocols: Attack 

Models and Securiy Evaluadonlsi 20.1,3 1EE1 smposrum on S curity 

and Privacy, pages 286-300 2013 1m air IHP); van ijk et al 

Physical Unclonable Functions in Cryptographic Protocols- Security 

Proofs and Impossiblty Results Cryptology eBrt Archiwe. Report 

2012/228, 2012; Wu et al 'On foundation and construction of physi 

cal. unciale fuciron s C ryphtlogy [int Archive, Report 2010/1711 

2010;, YU et al, 'Lightweight and Secure PTF Key Storago using limits 

of Machine Learing~ 8 proceeding of the 1 Interrutional Con ference 

4
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Om01 y1poqnxphit am and E-nbedded ZStS.1sd CIikESI.dI.p OaSges 

358-373 Berla. feidelberg, 2011, Springer-Verlg(Yu li).  

0005 Ravikanth introduced the notion of physical one-way funclions 

in his Ph D. dissertation. The physical constJruction. s based on optics, 

using the speckle pattern. of a laser fired through aseivtransparent 

g~el to construct an uneionabie and onie-way function. This se mi nal 

work led to more realistic constructions of physically mtmlonable fun(' 

tions (PUF) that did not rely on precise mechaeal ainent and 

metasuremencts.  

00061 Gassend et al, introduce the notion of PUs constructed 

through integrated circuits. This work improves upon the original 

physical one-way function tion using optics by Ravikaitwh by 

reiov ing the precise requirements necessary for mechanical alignment 

and output measurement. By inplemniting PUFs in integrated air

cuit the hardware is widely available, and easy to integrate into ex

,0007' Suli et A introdnued the ring oscillator construcion of a P UF.  

which has maany desirable properties. Spclhifiy the ring oscIlator 

design is easy to iepleme nt in hardware, robust. and unpredictable.  

The authors demonstrate that ring oscdlator constructions exhibit 46% 

inter-chip variation, vet have only 015% inr-chip vaiati
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00081 Rihrntair II describe a candidate d direction. to alleviate the 

problems with existing PU constructions demonstrated in Ruihrnar 

I They it reduce the notion of a super high information content (SHIG) 

PUP. A SHIC-PUF contains a large amount; of information (e0g. 10' 

bits) while having a self-imposed slow readout rate that is not circtri

ventable by construction. Thus, if an. adversary attempts to acquire 

the1 full challenge-response pair set; the tine required to achieve this 

would exceed the lifetime of the device Using lithographic crossbar 

memory. a small P UF would require at least three vears of coutinumos 

reading to fully modl. As nanotec.hnology develop, the promise of 

a nonlithographic crossbar (10-.nm) would require decades to fully 

model. Thus, the security of the SHIC-PUF is independent of' the 

computational abilities of the adversary and inherently linked to the 

physical construction, Further, the crossbar can be used as an overlay 

PUF, which protects the underlying circuitry.  

10009 Yu I describe PUF constructions that treat the unique hard

ware characteristAs of devices as genetic material. Similar to genetic 

combination, these properties may be reconib med to produce output 

wvith different characteristics than the originJal material. In the authors 

construct on. a PU F may be altered to provide N IST certifiable random 

output, an exponential hl space and real-valued outputs. rue 

randon output is a necessary characteristic for use in cryptographically 

6
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strong aut he ftication pi ro tools, The real valued() utpu t faci Iiates soft 

decision error correction , where both the signaI and strength aire re

ported (Y et a], aSecure and Robi.Ist 1§ error Oorrectio for Phiysical 

Unclonable ltmetions) IEE Des, Tst 27 ( ):48-65, January 2010, 

Yu III')) Finally, the authors also deinonstrate how to constriet a 

multi-rridal PtF, with separate genetittmV arld ttio modes, 

0010] iK zenb)eisser et al. evaluate the assumed )roperti.s of vari

ous PUF onstructims, finding that many lack essential characteristics 

of an ideal PUF, The arbiter, ring oscillator, SRAM. flip-flop and lat 

PUF construct in are compared for robustness and unpredictability 

in varying environmental conditions, While al PUP coastructions are 

acceptably robust, the arbiter PUF has low entropy while flip-flop and 

liitcli PUFs are heavily affctedy to mperan.ure flutituations. A. raw

back for ring oscillators is low in-entro)py, While SRAMV lacks an. ex 

nential input space, However, both ring oscilLator awd SRAM designs 

more closely approximate an ideal PUF.  

00111 Next, we review the literature on applviiig PUF to crypto

graphic protocol and developing formal models to evaluate the scu

rity of PUF dpendent protocols.  

[00 12: Handschuh et al. give a high level description. of how PUs 

can be applied to anti-counterf eit and intellectual property domains.
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The aiut.hors l outlite the shortcoming f existing property protection 

a pproachcs, which is prnarily key storage deign. By employing PUis, 

the secret key is no longer duplicable, as PU Vs are by design unclonable, 

10131 Rnirr I describe attacks onl a variety of PUF constructis, 

including arbiter and ring seardris. The nodeAing attacks re

quire only a lineaX number of ciiaiieng response pairs with respect to 

the structural parameters of the PUP constructions. I constructions 

where the attacks require superpolynomially nany challenge res)nse 

pairs. the under lying construction g s perpolynomially in the num 

her of components. Thus the underlying construction becomties infeasi

ble to build, anI the designer and adversary face the same asymptotic 

difficulty. The attacks presented are silent to break most PUF con

struction. in production, ad demonstrate that other approaches seem 

to -meet with exponential increases in coiplexity for both defender and 

adversary 

100141 Wu et al. (leonstrate that a PUF with 'bit input, m-bit 

output and n components does not implemti ent a random function when 

n < for some constant c. That is, the size of a random function 

fanuly must be equal to the size of the output domain. Letting T 

b a fmtion family of PUs and Z be te output loinail, we have 

tlat Z = T However w ben 11 then 7 = 2 .  

321Z This information theoretic bound establise s w i th
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t (1 components as a, peudorandon FaImtion fit ly In order 

for such PUF families to implement a proper psuedarand() fairly, 

cOnfision, and diffusion of the input are necessary The authors show 

how to cost ruct a physically unclonable pseudorandom permutation 

by using a PUF to generate the key for a block ciipher. Finally; the 

alth1rs construct a secure helper data a called the majoritY 

voting dark bit for eror correction that is more eftcent than standaIrd 

soft decision error correcting codes, 

10015 Yu II describe a machine learning based rationale for security 

by considering an adversary's advantage against PUlFis with a given 

odassificatian error. By assming that a PUF with k bits in the paran

eter requires at leAst k (hallenge-response pairs, to gai adss ifcati on 

dvantag, the authors conlude th at a classifcation crr rate of U is 

equivdent to security Tecnically, thie autbors shoId specify thiat this 

result would onily apple to PUoFR with a single bit output. By reTioving 

the assumption1 tha the outpuiit of' a PUF is independent and identi 

(i i.d.), the complexity of the PUF can be reduced in 

addition to reducing the complexity of the error correct iiig code.  

G0016]1 irkpatrick et A describe how to use PUFs !o generate read

once keys where upon use the key is immediately destroyed and fure 

lher use is impossible. Such a construction wo..d facilitate one- tiie 

programs as proposed by Goidwasser et, al. (One-tine Programs.  

9
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Pr-oceedings of the 28t Annual Confrerncc on CryptAology; Advance 

in Cryptologyq CRYPTO 2008, pages 39-56, Berlin, Heidelberg, 2008, 

Springer-V erla g) The PUFr.RO(K construction requires integration 

with a register that stores an initial seed value, which is the effect 

tive security paranteer The PUF and register are in a feedback -loop.  

so upon reading the output of the PUF the nttial key is perinAnently 

dfestroyed. The authors also describe how O allow decryption with 

riead-one keys S1 ini n arbitrary order. Thus, an effective k-read key can.  

be constructed 

'00171 Armknecht et aL give formal security definitions for the de

sirable properties of a PUP. Existing models did not allow the broad 

range of PUF con.strict ions tc be modeled, for examnn pie by 

recpuiring the PUF to act as a physical one-way function. With the 

introduction of PUPS that output only a Sinrgle bit, inversio becomes 

trivial. The authors' PUF model requires n/rness phy sical unclon

ability and and formal scrt y dinitins and games 

Ire grv to demonstrate that a PUF construction is secure. This fa

cilitates th1e use of PUs in. cryptographic protocols, where the security 

of protocos must be reducible to existing hard problemn'ts.  

00181 Brzusk.a et 0h COnstruc tIvptOgrap1hic protcols for obvious.  

transfer, bit cornmtment and key exchange using PUPs Iln a iiziverally 

coiposable framewark The universally composablie (C) framework.  

10
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of Canetti (Universally Composable Security: A new paradigm fr 

(ryptogiaphic prio) olst 1 Procedings of the 2nd 1EE 5ymposiumn on 

Found a tions of Compter Scenx, FOC , Washgton DC, 2001.  

IEEE Computer Society' faiAitates r proofs of protocols to be 

derived fhrom suh )protoccls i n. an arbi rary system, 

100191 The work of van Dijk et al. improves upon the work of Brzuska 

et al by considering more realistic attack scenarios for cryptographic 

protocols involving PUF devices. Speciiy. the authors new secu

rity model focuses on when an adversary has access to the PU F device 

during a protocoL T he authors demon state that any protocol for 

oblivious transfer or key exchange based solely on the use of a PUF is 

imposihie when the adversary has posterior access the PUF. SimI

hir im.possibility results are given for other security models, even when 

the PUF is modeled as an ideal random permutation oracle. Th e a

thors Introduce formal security definitions in three models, and give 

novel p'rotocols for hit counnitinent key exchange and oblivious trans

fer under a subset of these tradels. Finally, the authors demonstrate 

that the application of Brz uska et al, to th universally coriposable 

framework of Canetti is not valid in these security models, and should 

he considered an open problem.  

11
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(0020] A device authentication system according to one aspect of 

the present invention includes one or more devices, child servers capa 

le of comtIUnicatil hKrewith, anld a root server configured to enroll 

devices by: collecti.i device-Specific tokens and creating a complete 

veriiation se ( CVS") therefrom; creating a working verification set 

( WVS') by selectng a su-bst of the (' VS;t creating a i verifica

tion Set V by performing a de r ivaion function onhr a least part of 

the WVS; and diin part or all ofthe LVAS to child servers, A.d 

vice authentication system according to another aspect of the tivetiton 

is cnfiglred such that a PUF-containing device aand a server commu

nicating with the e(vice Can perform an extended BPV generatJon- A 

system according to yet another aspect of the invention inches a e 

vice that contains aPUF and is configured to perform error decoding 

on subsets of an authenication-elated value multiple tunes, 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

{0021 Fig. I is an illustration of the core components of the enroll

ment and authentication algorithms; 

12
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0022] Fig. 2 is an illustration of the derived key tree cons. truct ion; 

0023 Fig. 3 is an illustration of our experimental setup; 

{0024 Fig. 4 is an illustration of overlapping intra- and inter-PIF 

error rate d istri'butions: 

[0025] Fig. 5 is an ilustration of separated intr.- and inter-PI error 

rate distributions; and 

0026] Fig, 6 is an illustration of the experimentally observed intra

and inter-PIUF error rate distributions.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTIN OF EMBODIMENTS 

[0027 XWe review the enrollment and authentication protocols of 

Frikken et al. The authors consider PUF authenticaton in. the context 

of banking authentication, The identity of banking clients is proved 

through a zero knowledge proof of knowledge, which demonstrates that 

the client knows a password and is in possession of a device capable 

of generating the discrete logarithm of a pre-enrolled group element, 

Ihe construction is robust against many firms of attack, including de

vice and server compromise by an adversary, Further, the construction 

is easily extended to support panic passwords, where authentication 

succeeds but the banking server is notified that the client, was under 

13
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duress. We build on a subset of the authors construction inthis work, 

relloving the user andfocusing ord n utentiniting the hardware.  

0028: We utodIfy their protocol in two ways. First. we reduce the 

number of necessary modular multiplicatons, as tie PUF itself resides 

On a resource-costrained device (ie a device bavin.g a. ma 

comnputationl capbiit that is5 comX~paratively significan~tly les ha 

that of personal computers widely available at the time of comparison).  

Second, We ify the enrollmuent algoithi such hatit needs to occur 

only once. Many PUT-based authentication protocols assume a trusted 

enrollment stage where tie PTUF device interacts with a server with

out, adversarial. int-ervention., As re-enrollment is costly, partiularly in 

large-scale deployed systems, we modif the enrolbnent protocol to ac

count F)r future faihiIre(s or(11 the need to genecrat-e adlitional cnrolhnent 

o verv iew 

0029 We first describe the enrollment and authentication protocols 

of Frikken et at in terms of the pri-atives used n he constructi on.  

The core operations of the protocols are illustrate( in Fiig. L 

* The enrollnent server issues a random challenge C to the device, 

which is passed as input to the PUF Let 0 denote the response 

14
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of the PUF to challenge C 

The device chooses a random group element rand G ad uses 

the extended BPV generator process (Bovko et al1 "Speeding 

Ip discrete log and factoring based schemes via precomptations/ 

Adranmces in (7ryptology EUROGRYPT 98 vol 1103 of Lectwre 

Notes in Compu cr &Scence. pages 221-235, pinger Berlin Hei1

delberg, 1998) -to construct a pair (/ nod p that depends 

critically on the random group element rand, and substantially 

reduices the nmnber of modular nilniphications necessary to con

struct g" mod p.  

* As tlhe PUF output 0 is noisy, there is no guarantee that when 

quied ion challenge C in the tnte, the n.ew output O' will sat

isfy O' 0 . However. it is assumed that 0 and O' will be t-close 

with respect to some distance metric (e.g. Hannning distancee.  

Tha an error correcting code may be applied to the PUF output 

such that at most t errors will still recover O. We apply errasr 

:orrection over the random group element rand, and blind this 

value with the output of the PUF 0, s-o that hte fial helper value 

P = ECC(rand) 0 reveals no info rmation about rand. During 

recovery, computing the exclusive-or of EC<(ranch 01 0O' will 

return rand wherever I and O' are tclos'e. This process is re

ferred to as f y etraction, and is described in detail in Section 

15
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34, 

* The pair (P, g' iod p) is returned to the enrollment server as 

a commitment to be: used for anthenticatig the device in the 

future, Note that neiher P nor gP mod p need to be kept secret, 

as without the PUF output 0, the private exponent r cannot be 

recovered, 

* When a server wishs to ve'rify the device as authentic, it sends 

the tuple (C, T, Nance) to the device, ting as the Verifier in the 

zero knowledge proof protocol of Chaum et a,. (An improved 

p)rotocol for demntratng possession( of discrete logarithims and 

sone genxeraizaio P ens of the 6th (annual intnational 

onf an Theory and Appkcation of Cr yptoqgy.phic Tech

iques, EU ROCRYPT87, pages 127'141, Beri Heideiberg, 1988 

Sprin ger rlag) ( i nput the challenge C the device returns 

an. out put 0' 

* The exclusive-or of the PU P output Y and the error corrected 

helper data P is run through error decoding, So long as 0' and 

the original PUP output. 0 are t-close, the decodig process will 

sucessAly recover the random group element rand.  

* The gro up element rand is used as input to the extend ed BPV 

generator process, which returns a pair (r,9, mod p), 

16
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0 After recovering the private exponeut r, the device constructs the 

zero knowledge proof response pa r (c',u, acting as 11wth provr 

The server acts astlbe ve rifier in the /zeI knowledge proof, and 

accepts [he device as aut hentic if the pair (e .) satisfies the proof 

condition..  

We nov give a formal descriptic of the modeling assuxnptions about 

the PUF, as well as each printive involved in the enrolhnent and 

authentication ari thms.  

Model 

10030) X.Wb consider three principal entity types: 

* A set of servers S, where each server sc C S controls authentica

tion of devices oil it S stem.  

* A set of devices d e D, ech with an embedded PUTF, 

* An adversary A th at wishes to nisquerade as a legitimate device 

d j to oatin sources stored on some subset of the servers 

3' CS5 

0W031 We assume that all entities are bound to probabilistic polynomnial 

time (PPT). That is. all entities may perf ormx computation requiring 

17
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p olynoially many operations with respect to a global security param

eter A In our setting. A refers to the number of bits in the group 

modulus p, The restriction implies that computation requiring expo

nentially many operations with respect to A is not efficient for the 

agents, and will succeed with only neghxi le probai ity, 

PUF Device 

.00321 The specific PUP device used In the construction is of critical 

impotrtan ce. Rthitrmrnair I define three distinct classes of PUF devices: 

1 W-eak PUP: A weak PUP is typically used. only to derive a se

cet key, 'The challenge space may be Iliited, and the response 

space is assumed to never be revealed, Typil constructions 

include the SRAM (Holcomb et al, "initial SRAI state as a fin

gerprint and source of true random numbers for RFI) t ags' 1.  

Proi(ngQs o f the Conference on RFID Secuty, 2007), Bu. t teifly 

(Kumar et a., Extenled Abstract: The Butterfly PUF protect

ing IP o every PPGA, ard'ar-Oriented Security and TI 

HOST 2008 IEEIT International VWrkshop, pages 6740, 2008) 

and Coating (Tuyls e al, 'Read-proof hardware from protec

tive coatings Pc i of the 8th 

on Oryptoyraphic aare and Embedded Systems, CBBSI06.  
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pages 369-383, Berlin, Heidelberg 2006, - r UFs 

2. Strong PUF: A strong PUF is assumed to (i) be piclly 

impossible to oine, (ii) possible to collect a conpt set of 

challenge response pairs in a reasonable tine (ile. on the order 

of weeks), and (iii) difficult to predict the response to a random 

challenge.  

3. Cont rolled PUF: A controlled PUP satisfies all of the criteria 

for strong PUF s and adlitionally implements an auxiliary control 

uit for computing mnore advanced functionalities 

00331 In our setting, the cnditrled P UF is the most desirable. Fur

ther we will require that it is physically impossible for an adversary to 

observe the output of the PUP that is passed to the auxiliary control 

unt. aW assume that only the final output of the auxiliary control 

unit is ever revealed, and that; all intermediate calculations canot be 

observed by an adversary 

Formal PUF Definition 

|0034 Fomn ally, an ideal PUF construction satisfies Definition 1.: 

Definition 1. A physically uncionable function P4 : {0. 1) } --+ {0, 1 } 

bound to a devce i a function vith the following properties: 
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JUncionabie: We require that Pridist (yI) {+ UPy 

P(x) +P'| < SQ the probability of duplicating PUP P with a 

lone PUF PT.' 0? such that their output distribi tons are t -statisticatll 

lose is less titan some stutleiently sall r 

2. Unpredictable: We require that Adv (li)Q Prr = .  

noting the probability of thea the core t the 

sponse r of h PF P to the challenge c, is nugligible in 2 for 

all probabilistic polynman alime adtrTrarie:S A.  

3. Robust: 1K reire that Pr[diu.,4 > ix +- U- +y z- Py4 .z +e

Px 6 the probability of a lixed PUP P yielding responses 

-distant on the same input x xs le s than som. su iciently snal 

e 1Ti serbty is satisted by b ing the P111 device d with a 

(maet, e3) fu~yT extractor (Genm Rep) 

SPuzzy Extraction.: We require that during the enrodlment phase 

for a /PF d' givn a challenge , the4: PUT coputes (? L P) +

Cen(r), where r - Pie) and or put . The helper string JP 

allows for R to be recovered when the ciallenge TV is t close to 

the orirt at challenge Wi 

5. Indistinguishabiity: . c require that the output of the PUP 

inl indistinguishable ofran a random sin the 
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sam length, such that the advantage of a PPT adversary A is 

Adv I(1) +&upvhere en is ncgligibe 

Fuzzy Extraction 

10035) 1Th outiput of a PUF device is noisy, and thus varies sightly 

despite evaluatng the same input. In order to generate a fixed value for 

a given input Ov(r this noisy function, a fuzzy extmtOr is necessary 

In our construction, we implement fuzzy extraction in the auxitiaxry 

ceontrel unit, such that the output is constant for a fixed input, We 

nno form ally define the Hammin g distance construction of IDodis et 

aL ("Fuzzy extractors: How to gerte ton keys fram biometries 

and other noisy data SAM J. OCmnput-, pages 97-139, March 2008), 

based on the fuzzy corinitment function by nJuels et a], A fuzzy com

rtment scheme, ffr eeding o e 6thi4 ACMf confe o in Cm utr 

0ad Commniciations rity CCS 99, pages 28-36, New York 1999, 

ACM), which is used during the enrolhment process.  

Definition 2. Let C be a binary (n k, )f +'1 error recting code.  

and let rand +- {0. 1} be a ndcm k-bit vak Then the following 

deftnes a secure sketch for input string 0: 

SS(O; rand) 0 ) ECrand) (  

f0036] in Fig. 1, Enrollment Challenge I illustrates the enroll
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ment server issuig a random challenge C to the device, The challenge 

is drawn uniformly at random from {014 for a k-bit challenge.  

i00371 Defin ition 2 is used to build the Gen procedure for the en

rollment phase, which must output a set Randd, P), where rand is a 

random valte and P is a helper string that is used. to recover rand.  

Algorithmi 1 The Gen Algorithm 
Inu .prune-, order subgouolp q o 

) +-- PUF(c) 
r1n1 +- random E 2 a random group elmt 
P - ECC(rfld 
return (rand, B) 

[0038 PUF Query 2 illustrates the hardware device querying the 

PUF on challenge C and yielding a response 0.  

Reducing Modular Multiplications 

00391 Modular exponentiation is an expensive operation, hindering 

the implementation of a PUF-hased authentication system on resource

constrained devices, for exanmplea mobile device (i- a device capable 

of being convenientlv carried in one hand). W h ave identified a way 

to exploit a characteristic of the Frikken et al. protocol to adapt a 

means of reducing the onboard expense of this operation by an order 

of magnitude.  
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00401 A pr-otc(ol 151used in Other contexts for securely outsourcing 

modular exponentitions to a server was given by Boyko et al., and 

their approach is typically referred to as utilizing BPV generators.  

NguNIen et al ("Distribution of modular sums and the security of the 

server aided exponenCation C"'ptography and (mnputationai Num

bet TheonJ vol 20 of Progress i Computer Science and Applied Logic, 

pages 331-342, 2001) then ga ve bmd Oil the distributioni. of inod)it

far sums, and demonstrated how BPV generators can be extended to 

reduce puttional load on resource-constrained devices to se

cutely perform nodular exponthition with the aid of a server. Chen 

et at ("New algorithms for secure outsourcing of mnodular exponfItia

tions Computer erit ESORICS 2012, vol, 7459 of Lectur notess 

in Caom patet Science, pages 541-556, Sprincer Berlin Heidelberg, 2012) 

give met ho ds to perform siiuaneous nodtlar exponenti ation and 

give a moe thorough security analysis of thir protocols.  

i0041) Ccnaistructhig our PUF-based authenticate system11 with en

rolinent and anthentiction protocols that do not. impose a specific 

stucr.e on exponents enabled us to successfully adapt extended BPV 

enertors to reduce tihe computational cost of competing modular ex

ponentiation, as follows; 

[0042 Parameter Selection: As suggested by the original authors 

of BPV generatorsI, i a 256-bit prime p the parameters = 256., A 
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16} are suggested to maintain the security of the discrete logarithm 

problem through t he corresponding subset sum problem of breaking 

the BV generator, 

0043 Preprocessig: Cenerate n random integers a 

Z", to serve als expolelts under the group Z' For eachji E- n 

compute B niod p where g is the gnerIttor for the grou Z) 

These values are stored in the set P = { I) ( )}. Tl'his 

stage is per formed by the server, and the database T 111aly be publicly 

revealed. In our setting, P is stored on the device., 

0044 Pair Generation: When a. secret pair g mod p is to 

be generated, a random subset S C {, < u ,] is grar} ted such that 

S| = k1 < k n. We then coupte: 

S= a o1110d (p - 1.) (2) 

X = ~ mod p (3) 

0045] If x s0 mod (p 1) the set S is randomly regenerated until 

this equivalence does not hold. The secret pair is then (:, X). Thus, we 

have constructed the PairGen function, given by Algorithm 2, where 

f'() is defined in Equation 4,.  
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Alg'orithmn 2 The Pair G-eneration Ahroithml 

a group of prime order 

n, the number of bits in the modulus 

k, the size of the subset 

p, te prite group modulus 

S r random C [1 - n= f'(R) to be kept secret 

N <-~ o 

for <j K do 

3: +- a: + as0 mod (p - 1.) 

X X - , mod p 

end for 

return (e X) 

i0046] As PairGen() outputs a pair (x X) we denoten 

the outlp ut., and simiilady denote by Pairflen (') t he output.X (y 

nmod p) Note that X need not be prite, while the private expareni 

a must not be revealed.  

'0047) The use of BPV generators results in a substantial reduction 

in the number of mi vodular' multiplications required to compute a secret 

pair (7 mod p) For a 256-bit prime p, the square-an-ultipl 
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algodtim requires1. 5n modular mt nutp nationss for an n-bit exponent 

to perform ini dular exponentiation. Thus, rather than requiring 384 

modular multplicat ions, use of a BPV generator requires only 15, an 

iniprovement of an carder o magnitude.  

[00481 in Our construct ion, the device is required to generate aspecific 

pair (x g' mod p) that is dependent on the output of the PU .) 

function. In the enrollment protocol (Algorithm 3). the generation 

function (Algorithm 1) takes as input a challenge c and returns a pair 

Randd P)that depends on the output of PU '(. The value rand is 

rl.ndom1.y selected group eleinent of . which may be recovered by 

the PUF when given the same challenge c and te helper string P, 

Thus, we need the output of PairGen (u. k) to depend critica]]y on the 

private valur rnd )o that tih same pai' (z.I X) is generated for a fixed 

challenge. We acomplish hids by defining "a eterministic function 

f '(R)l S for generating the set of indices S from the recovered value 

rand, Specifically, We deflne!' (-) as follows; 

S! :H,(R) iod n 

f ' ( R ) ..... + $ ( 4 ) 

: H( -. HR)) mod 

00491 Thus, the set of k indices S is generated through a hash chain 

over RL reduced modulo the total ni umber of pairs, ;. In oui implem'ienl
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nation, H(,) is the SILA-256 hash algorithm. As the group element rand 

is secret, knowledge of the definition of f'(-) and the complete set 'P 

govi~ , (cief2, ;)} does not yield an advantage to any probabilis

tie polynomialtime adversary A We redefine fiction PairO en( ) to 

accept the index argument ? and a set P ={(- i) ( ) 

00501 Referring still to Fig. 1, BPV Generation 3 illustrates 

the device sing a random group element rand G and using 

the extended B3 PV generatorA process to construct a pair (r. mod p) 

that depends critically on the randomin group element rand, which sub

stantially reduces the number of modular multiplications necessary to 

construct Yf nmod p.  

[00511 Error Correction 4 iaszrates the hardware device employ

ing error correction. As the PUF output ) is noisy, there is no guar

antee that when queried on challenge C in the future the new output 

O' will satisfy O' = 0-0 However, it is assened that 0 and O will be 

t-close with respect to som distance metric (eg. Hamming distanceiY).  

Thus, an error correcting code may be applied to the PUF output. such 

that at most t errors will still recover 0. We apply enor correction over 

the random grnp element rand, and blind this vahue with the otrtput 

of the PIUF 0, so that the final helper value P =EC(rand) C ) 

reveals no information about and. During recovery, conputig the 

exclusive-or of EO(rand) ( 0 0 O' will return rand whenever ) and 
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0' are t-close. Tis process is referred to as fuzzy extmdion 

00521 Enrollment Data Tuple 5 illustrates the hardware device 

constructiug the pair (P g mod p), conssti of helper data P to be 

used for error decoding, and a commitment g" nod p to the exponent 

i Note that neither P nor f rnod p need to be kept secret, as without 

the PUP output 0, the private exponent r cannot be recovered, 

00531 Store Enrollment 6 illustrates the server storing the hard

ware device enrolh nent token. (P, gr mod p) for use in future anthem 

tication. protocols.  

00541 The enrol lment phase collects a series of n tokens {(c P g 

med P) (C,, 1 g; mod p)} from theP device in response to 

challenge queries by the server. The authentication tokens serve as 

cotnmitments so that the device ca:n be authenticated in the future.  

Note that no sensitive information is transmitted over the communi

cation channel or stored i non-volatile memory. The private expo

nent r is generated by the device, and discarded after con.struction of 

YQ mod p When the exponent r is needed to anthenicate the de

vice through a zero knowledge proof protocol, an enrollment toke:n 

(e, 19 q~mod p) allows the device to regenerate 'r and Compete the 

Proof. This provides a sustantial benefit over alternative P1UP au

thentication protocols, such as the naive challenge-espouse protocol 
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ora PKI construction, as both require private information to be stored 

in) non voLat~ie memory.  

0055 Aigori thm 3 doeribes the enro1lnet protocol in pseludoco)(de.  

A Igor itlint 3 The Lirolhnent Algorithm 
for Server s do 

pv- 2q I where, q E prine 
9 + ratidami E~ G a random group element 

while -- -1 mod p do 
g + random G G, a random group element 

end while 
end for 
for 1 < i < n dio 

for Server s do 
C+ -rando n. G. a random group elencilt 

Devic d +- {c p g} 
end for 
for PUl Devi-e dI do 

x. = (cipl ), 
( ) +- Gt( en/fx)) where f() is the PUF function and Gen 
is Alg~orithmi 1 

helper 1 
tokeln( = mod1 q =-Pair Geny (f( , P) 
Server s e- {token. helper } 

end for 
for Servet s do 

Store now onroimnt entry {ci, (g mod p) F 
end for 

end for 

'0056 I(leally, the enrolhnent Process should be required only once, 

while the device is in a trusted environment at the manufacturer, Fur

ther, this process must ensure that in the event of a security breach, 
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the device cin remain active without re-enrolinent through a. mlIunor 

Change on the server side. We realize this property by construe a 

chalenge-response tree, where ordy the root node is directly derivdx 

from a PUF response This ininimizes the impact of an adversary 

succeeding in solving the (hserete loganinn problem (e.g, when the 

modulus is small., as in our current i entation) 

i0057 TO prevent such an attack from forcing a re-enrolluent pro

cess; we generate derived tokens from those collected during enrollment, 

Should an adversary succeed in solving the discrete logarithm problem, 

the recovered exponent will not help an ad versary tnasquerade as the 

device to a server with a different derived token. The tiered authent

eation structure is as follows: 

Dehnitin 3. The carplete verification set (C1$) is defined to be 

the set {(ct P1, qf mod p), . . , (c, P, g"! mod p)}, uben: ris linked 

to the PUF oIputp through the Rep protoo (Algorthm .) 

0058] The CVS consists of a set of cha lienges and their associated 

PUF responses,. where the secret r known oly iven access to the 

PUF, in hidden in the exponent, From this set of root challeng

response pairs, we derive a tree structure for tiered authentication.  

Definition 4. The working verification set (W KS) is a subset of 

the 01$, distingt$ished by the choice of a single root chalene-response 
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pai ( j FJhg mod }, w)Uherc this pair s tvs as te root of the aw

thentioation tree.  

[0059, In Fig. 2, Working Verification Set 13 illustrates the 

selection of a menb er of the complete verification set to serve as the 

working veification set.  

[00601 A givenU WV7S 11chooses a single pair (q, 1. g" mod p) from 

the CVS, This pair will serve as the root of the authentication tree, 

We now decribe how child nodes of this root value are dei ved.  

Definition 5. A tirmited verification set (VS) is a subset of the 

[W V9. denied from the root node by constructin the antheMntication set 

(g> mod p, c4 f1, Eg fl (e)) 

00611 To create a child node, the root node chooses a random value 

e E R". and constructs g" niod p. This value hides the root node 

g as the child nodei eaimot decrylpt E1  a g( to recoVer e "The 

eneryplon function is defined as: 

E-) = k (5) 

-0062 Derived Exponent 14 illustrates the . generation of a ran

dom exponent. ej, which is used to generate the derived token (g" 
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rmd p, (17. nmE> p) (e<)). The random exponent C inds the root 

exponent 

[00631 We require that the child node is unable to <gerate the kev; 

Yet the PUF device must be able to decrypt the exponent cito su.eess

fu lly prove. knowledge of the exponent in the zero knowledge proof We 

use H(ql mod p) as the key, as the PUF can recover (rg". mod p) 

using c through the (en protocol (Algorithm 1). hc derivation strue

ture for the verification sets is illustrated in Fig. 2.  

,00641 D erived Enrotlment Token 15 illustrates the derived to

ken to be distributed to other servers, The token (Sf" moed p, (1 13 

Egei)) allows another server to authenticate the device. while 

revealing nothing about the root exponent r Even if the derived token 

is compromised (revealing rue ) no information about ri is obtained, 

which prevents an adversary firon masquerading as the hardware device 

to any server other than the one in s i o mo 
possess'ion o f~ mod P.  

By only disturbing derived 6okens, an adversary A able to 

solve the discrete logar ithm. problOtem recovers only re.j [[od(1 (p -1).  

Ilowever. this (oe*1s not allow A to masquerade as the device with. any 

other server, as each derived expm(nent e is randomiv generated. In 

order to inpersonate the device with a different server. A imnust solve 

another discrete logarithm problem. Further ri a derived ex
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ponent e; yields A no advantage in attemptingro recoverr.the root 

exponent. Rather than forcing a re-enrollhent, t he root server s imJy 

issues a new derived token to the compromised child server 

0066] Retirning to Fig. 1, Authentication Challenge 7 illus

trate a server attemtiiIg to authentiate i hardware device. The 

server sends the tuple (, Nonce) to the device, acting as the vri

her in the zero knowledge proof protocol of Chaum at aL 

[00671 We n~iow defied the Rep proceed ure such that, on in put O' where 

dist(O1. 0) <; , the original P10F output rand may be recovered; 

Definition 6. Let D be the decoding scheme for the binary (n, k, 21+1) 

error-corecting code EGO, and let 0' be an input such that distQ (YO) 

t. The Rep is dejned as: 

Rep(O', P) D(P @ 0') 

)D(O (7EOC(rand) 0 ) 

= rand 

0068) From Definition 6. we can now describe the Rep algaithn 

thal afllws a PUFr output 0' that differs froin the originall output 0 

by at rrmst t to reproce olitput ran'Xd siuchi that Rep) = r'nd using 

the pAie helper string P = OQ ECOran'id): 

[00691 We use the Gen and Rep algorithras in the Enrollment and 
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Algorithmn 4 The R1ep Algorithmfi 
Input : A challenge c Helper string P 
U' P lF(c) 
rand +- ( ) 
return rara 

Authentication protocols to ensure that the sane random vake rand 

.is recovered so long as the PUF outputs 0, 0' differ 1y at most t bits.  

[00701 PUF Recovery 8 illustrates the hardware device querying 

the PUF on challenge C and returning output O', where U is not niec

essarily equal to O. If the device is authentic. verification will succeed 

when (O differs from 0 by at most t-bits, where a t-bit error correcting 

code is used.  

00711 Error Correction Renioval 9 illustrates the hardware de

vice removing the error correction to recover the random group element.  

The exclusive-or of the PUF output O' andl the error corrected helper 

data P is run through error decoding So long as 0' and the origi

nal PUF output 0 axe t-close, the (leodiilg process Will succssfiily 

recover the random group element rand, 

[00721 BPV Regeneration 10 ilhistrates the hardware device us

ing the group element rand as input to the extended BPV generator 

process, which returns a pair (rmq mod pi).  

[00731 Zero Knowledge Proof 11 illustrates the hardware de
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viIc canstructing a zero knowledge proof receipt. After recovering the 

private exponent r, the dev ice constrUcts the zero knowledge proof 

response pair (c,'Y actng as the proved.  

0074] Verify Zero Knowledge Proof 12 illust rates the server at

tempting to verify the zero knowledge proof receipt (c, The server 

acts as the verifier in the zero knowledge proof and accepts the device 

as authentic if the pair (c, w) satisfies the proof condition.  

[0075) The authentication phase allows a server to verify t. hat a client 

device is authorized to issue a request, Upon receiving a reqest from a 

device, the Server engages in Chaumn et as zero knowledge proo pro

tocoi with the device d to establish permission to perform the request.  

The protocol is given as pseudocode in Algorithm 5, 

Implementation 

00761 As seen in Fig, 3, we implemented our protocol on a X-iL 

inx Spartan 6 FPGA SP605 development board as a proof of concept.  

Oue of ordinary skill will readiy recognize how to adapt the hardware 

modular math en imine to accept larger moduli, preferably at least 1024 

bits, Both the PUP and modular math engine reside in the FPGA 

fabric, while all other operations were performed in software sing tihe 

M4 icroiflaze processor, The device comnunicates with a desktop server 
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Aligorit hm 5 The Authenitication Ab1oritlin 
for PU Fi Device d do 

Server $ +- request 
end for 
-for Ser 1 s do 

Device +--- {c, g, p, N} where N is a nonce and P is the helper 
string 

end for 
for PUF Device d do 

x {c4 , g o 
R - Rep(f (x), P) where f(+) is the PUP output function and Rep 
s Algorithm 4 

p random c G, a random group elem tent 

I. - I - P 6. = P (n e(f'(R), )) mod p 
+~ mod = airGenx (f 'P), 2) 
d U- (qq( mod p Pair~eux(f'( R) ?) C, N) 

S g g" '(ilt p a- {4-m tW}N 
Server se {c w} 

end for 
for Server do 

tj' + g'" mod, p 
h =l 0~eg gamdpn) 

over an RS232 concinThe erlnn n uhniainpoo 

cols- for the def.vice 'anld server were written- in C, with a Java front en.1d 

on the. server side for tihe user interface and commt)unicatn with a local 

S ) L database.  
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Error Correcting Code 

[00771 Ideally the inter-PUP error rate between two separate PUs 

on the same challenge should be app roxiately 50%, while the intra

PUF error rate on a challenge should be substantiallyy less. The greater 

the distaI.ce between these two distributions, the less likely false pos

itives and false negatives are to occur. Fig. 4 illustrates the p) bible 

relationship between the inter-PUF and intra-PUF error in the case 

where the distributions overlapu mkig it impossible to avoid false 

Positives and false negratives. Fig. 5 illustrates more distant distribu

tions .4ere aboun-dary to nuitinize -filse tions. where establish inga a hondrytomiirz false positives and 

false negatives is simpler. Finally, Fig. 6 illustrates the true inter

PUF and intra-PUFii error rates we observed experientally using three 

Xilhnx development boards, The observed inter-PUP error rate has 

(p 129, o 5), which satisfies ideal error rare of approxiiely 

half of the output bits differing The observed intra-PUF error rate 

has (p 15, er 4).  

[0078) Error decoding is the most compuitationall expensive opera

t ion tha nmust be performed on the device, Our implementation chose 

a (n, k 2t + 1) CH code (Bose et al., On a class of error correct

ing binary group codes., hfmnation and Cantlo pages 68-79, 1960) 

where the code has length , acceptitg original data of length at most 

k and correcting at most t errors. As we extract 256 bits from the 
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PUF, originally a (1023,66873) BCH code was used, so that up to 36 

errors could be corrected, However, the PU ,F itself has oy 32 bits, 

so to extract 256 bits the PUP is queried eight tines, Rather than 

per form error correctio over the 256 bit concatenated output. we use 

a (127,71, 171 BCHI code over each 32 bit output block, T his change 

substantially reduces the size of the generati-ng polynoial., which m

proved decoding speed despite having to run eight times, rather than 

100791 A benefit of this change is that a total of 64 bits may now be 

corrected in the PUF output whIe simultaneously reducing the decod

ing time, This comes at the price of only being able to correct 8 errors 

per 32 hi block. as the error correction code is nov defined for block 

sizes of 32 bits, rather than 256 bits. Thus, the error correcting code 

handling up to 64 errors is flkely to capture all of the intra-PUF er

ror without introduci fls5e positives by 'correcting" inter- PU error.  

On thefU other while gives the appearance of a 256-bit fune

tion, its security is equivalent to a brute force search over 2 elements.  

Thus, ra thi-ier than attack a presumed 256-bit function, an adversary 

with some knowledge of the system could attack a 32-bit permutation 

and combine each smaller challenge-response pair block to generate the 

full P UF miapping. Consequently, it would be preferred to use a PUF 

accepting a 1024-bit input in a deployed system.  
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[0080] WMe experimenrally determined the total ime necessary for 

each operation, including storage and rerievai of vahies from a SQL 

database on ti:ie server, and ommmincation between the device and the 

server The server is equipped with an 8-eore 3.1GH1z processor and 

16GB of RAM, Ta ble 1 reports the average time per protocol over 1000 

Table L. Performance Results 

Protocol Average Runtine St. Dev.  

Euroihnent L2791 seconds 0.0603 
Au 1thentication 1, 3794 seconds 00602 
Derived Authentication 1 480 seconds 0 0620 

0081]We note that all experiments had a 0% false positive and 

false negative rate. By setting t he maximun error correction threshold 

at 64 bits, we are able to perfectly dstii h between PUF devices, 

However, in a deployed system. environmental facto)rs may affect the 

intra-PUF error rate. If th-e r;ira-PU P error rate increases beyond 

the error correction threshold., the introduction of false negatives is 

inevitable, 

0082) A frequent concern about deploying PUs in large scale au

thentication systems is that they may not be robst to varvinugenviron
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mental conditions. As the FUF hard ware ages, the number of errors 

preselnlt in the respoises is expected to increase( Maiti et at (The nim

pact of aging on an FPGA-based physical in lovable function. Field 

.Prgtmmable Logic and Applications (FPL) ;201.1 (ternational Con

frimnce, pages 151-I56) study the effects of simulated agig on PUF 

hardware by purposefully stressing devices beyond rnoral operat

ing cond itins. By varying hoth temperature ard voage., the authors 

were able to show a drift in the intra-PUF variatioi that. over tine, 

will lead to false negatives, We nitigate this inevitable drift by choos

ing the error correct on threshold to maximize its distance fromn both 

the intra- and inter-P UP error distributions.  

[008S h authenticatiom systems. false negatives t.nd to be less daml 

aging than false positives. Maiti et al. note that the error drift strictlyv 

affected the intra-PUP error rate distributio.n.. Thus, there is a ten

dency for intra-PUF error rates to drift towards the maximum entropy 

rate of 50%. This inevitability should be considered when determining 

the re-enrollbent cycle or the device lifespan.  
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What is claimed is: 

1. An authenticatable device for use with an 

authentication system, comprising: 

a. a physically-unclonable function ('PUF') device 

having a PUF input and a PUF output and 

constructed so as to, in response to the input of 

a specific challenge C, generate an output 0 that 

is characteristic to the PUF and the specific 

challenge C; 

b. a processor having a processor input that is 

connected to the PUF output, the processor 

configured to: 

i. in response to the receipt of an output 0 from 

the PUF output, generate a commitment value 

that depends upon a private value r; and 

ii. in response to the contemporaneous receipt of 

an authentication query that includes a nonce 

and of an output 0 from the PUF output, return 

a zero knowledge proof authentication value 

that corresponds to the commitment value; 

wherein the zero knowledge proof authentication value 

further corresponds to an authentication token that 

includes a blinded value that depends upon the 

private value r and a random value, and wherein the 

processor is configured to decrypt the random value.  

2. The authenticatable device of claim 1, wherein the 

authentication system has a working verification set 

that includes the specific challenge C and commitment 

value.  
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3. The authenticatable device of claim 2, wherein the 

authentication system has a limited verification set 

that includes the specific challenge C and a 

corresponding token.  

4. The authenticatable device of claim 1, wherein the 

authentication system includes: a root server having 

a working verification set that includes the specific 

challenge C and commitment value; and a child server 

having a limited verification set that includes the 

specific challenge C and a corresponding token.  

5. The authenticatable device of claim 1, wherein the 

authentication system includes: a root server having 

a working verification set that includes the specific 

challenge C and commitment value; and a plurality of 

child servers each having a different limited 

verification set; wherein each limited verification 

set includes the specific challenge C and a 

corresponding token that is specific to the 

particular child server.  

6. An authenticatable device for use with an 

authentication system that includes a root server 

having a working verification set and a child server 

having a limited verification set, the 

authenticatable device comprising: 

a. a physically-unclonable function ('PUF') device 

having a PUF input and a PUF output and 

constructed so as to, in response to the input of 

a specific challenge C, generate an output 0 that 
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is characteristic to the PUF and the specific 

challenge C; 

b. a processor having a processor input that is 

connected to the PUF output, the processor 

configured to: 

i. in response to the receipt of an output 0 from 

the PUF output, generate a commitment value 

that depends upon a private value r; and 

ii. in response to the contemporaneous receipt of 

an authentication query that includes a nonce 

and of an output 0 from the PUF output, return 

a zero knowledge proof authentication value 

that corresponds to the commitment value; 

wherein the working verification set includes the 

specific challenge C and commitment value and the 

limited verification set includes the specific 

challenge C and a corresponding derived token that 

includes a blinded value that depends upon the 

private value r blinded with a random value, wherein 

the zero knowledge proof authentication value further 

corresponds to the derived token, and wherein the 

processor is configured to decrypt the random value.  

7. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the random value is generated externally from the 

authenticatable device and the processor is 

configured to decrypt the random value using a key.  

8. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the processor is configured to, during generation of 
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the commitment value, generate and discard the 

private value r.  

9. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the commitment value is an exponential function of 

the private value r.  

10. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the blinded value depends exponentially upon the 

private value r multiplied by the random value.  

11. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the commitment value is an exponential function of 

the private value r and wherein the blinded value 

depends exponentially upon the private value r 

multiplied by the random value.  

12. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the random value is an element of a group of prime 

order.  

13. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the PUF device is a controlled PUF device.  

14. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the PUF device is a super high information content 

PUF.  

15. The authenticatable device of claims 1 or 6, wherein 

the processor is further configured to perform 

operations as part of an extended Boyko-Peinado

Venkatesan generation.  
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16. An authenticatable device for use with an 

authentication entity, comprising: 

a. a physically-unclonable function ('PUF') device 

having a PUF input and a PUF output and 

constructed so as to, in response to the input of 

a specific challenge C, generate an output 0 that 

is characteristic to the PUF and the specific 

challenge C; 

b. a processor having a processor input that is 

connected to the PUF output and connectable to 

the authentication entity and a processor output 

that is connectable to the authentication entity, 

the processor configured to: 

i. in response to the receipt of an output 0 from 

the PUF output, generate a commitment value 

that depends upon a private value r; and 

ii. in response to the contemporaneous receipt of 

an authentication query that includes a nonce 

and of an output 0 from the PUF output, 

perform operations as part of an extended 

Boyko-Peinado-Venkatesan generation and return 

a zero knowledge proof authentication value 

that corresponds to the commitment value.  

17. The authenticatable device of claim 16, wherein the 

processor is further configured to receive pre

processed exponents from the authentication server 

and employ those exponents in extended Boyko-Peinado

Venkatesan generation.  
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18. The authenticatable device of claim 16, wherein the 

processor is further configured to perform operations 

including the input and processing of a hash chain.  

19. The authenticatable device of claims 1, 6, or 16, 

wherein the processor is further configured to, in 

response to the receipt of an output 0 from the PUF 

output, generate a helper string along with the 

commitment value.  

20. An authenticatable device for use with an 

authentication entity, comprising: 

a. a physically-unclonable function ('PUF') device 

having a PUF input and a PUF output and 

constructed so as to, in response to the input of 

a specific challenge C, generate an output 0 that 

is characteristic to the PUF and the specific 

challenge C; 

b. a processor having a processor input that is 

connected to the PUF output and connectable to 

the authentication entity and a processor output 

that is connectable to the authentication entity, 

the processor configured to: 

i. in response to the receipt of an output 0 from 

the PUF output, generate a commitment value 

and a helper string that depend upon a private 

value r; and 

ii. in response to the contemporaneous receipt of 

an authentication query and of an output 0 

from the PUF output, generate a full block 

value based on the output 0, break the full 
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block value into a plurality of subparts, 

carry out error-correcting code on each of the 

subparts, and return a zero knowledge proof 

authentication value that corresponds to the 

commitment value.  

21. The authenticatable device of claim 20, wherein the 

error-correcting code is Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem 

('BCH') code.  

22. The authenticatable device of claims 16 or 20, 

wherein the authenticatable device is resource

constrained.  

23. The authenticatable device of claims 16 or 20, 

wherein the authenticatable device is a mobile 

device.  
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